In the Joy of Singing class, the following will occur with cameras and videos:

Meeting #1: group photos are taken, labeled (first name only), and posted on our class website in order for students to quickly learn names of their classmates.

MidTerm: a video is taken of each student singing their song of choice, and shown in class the following week. This instructional tool permits the students to see and hear what the audience is experiencing. This is NOT on YouTube.

Final: the Public Recital is videoed and posted on YouTube. You have the choice of deciding if you want your SOLO to be posted as PUBLIC or UNLISTED. (Unlisted means the video will not appear in any of YouTube’s public spaces such as search results, My Channel, or the Browse page, but it will still be on YouTube for you to see.)

If you are OK with “PUBLIC” posting, circle below:

Regarding YouTube comments: please circle one: on / off / moderated.

Regarding YouTube ratings (thumbs): please circle one: on / off

But, if you choose “UNLISTED LINK” preferred, initial below:

I prefer my SOLO to be: UNLISTED

IN CASE YOU DON’T INITIAL or CIRCLE ABOVE, the default is automatically PUBLIC/ON

IMPORTANT NOTE #1: During the Semester, you may reverse your decision above regarding the Public or Unlisted Recital posting on YouTube. We will remind you again one week before Recital.

IMPORTANT NOTE #2: all duets, ensembles, and group songs will automatically be posted on YouTube. Therefore, IF you do not want to Go Public AT ALL, please do not join a duet or group, or be onstage for the final bow.

IMPORTANT NOTE #3: Please bring $25 (cash only), non-refundable, to Meeting #1, for materials/media fee. (Read list below to see how this fee will be used.)

- Group photos taken and uploaded to the website
- Yearbook page created
- 3 x 5 student attendance cards
- Video recording of midterm plus an optional DVD of your rehearsal
- Creation of recital program
- Video recording, edit and upload to YouTube of all recital performances

Continue to Page 2, read, print both pages, back-to-back preferred, or stapled, answer questions on p.1, sign p.2, and return both to class at first meeting.
Santa Rosa Junior College
Joy of Singing class, Community Education, Marvel Gardner – instructor
Tamis Baron - videographer

RELEASE TO PHOTOGRAPH and VIDEO

Legal agreement: The undersigned individual agrees not to bring action or claim against the instructor, class videographer, SRJC or its assigns, based on this educational product, now or in the future. The undersigned will not violate the rights of any third party by posting product indiscriminately.

YOUR SIGNATURE BELOW IS YOUR ACCEPTANCE of all the TERMS notated on both pages 1 & 2.

Circle class location: Petaluma  Santa Rosa  Circle semester:  Fall  Spring

Date:___________________________

Printed name:________________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________________________________________

E-mail:________________________________________________

Phone:________________________________________________

Signature:________________________________________________